AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING
The core purpose of Agricultural Engineering in the ARC is to develop and apply agricultural
engineering technology that will contribute to higher yields, higher income and lower input costs for
agriculture and related industries in a sustainable manner. This is achieved by means of dedicated
research and development of agricultural engineering technology in:
?
Saving energy.
?
Utilizing machinery optimally.
?
Efficient and uniform irrigation.
?
Precise application of fertilizers and pesticides.
?
Increased efficiency of equipment and farm infrastructure.
?
Adding value to commodities.
?
In order to maintain these objectives, a variety of publications are
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available to assist in any farming enterprise.

ON-FARM EVALUATION AND DESIGN SERVICES
?
Appropriate livestock production facilities,

Enquiries:

equipment and systems including: Cattle
Feedlot; Integrated Broiler and Aquaculture
Farming; Goat structure; etc.
?
Climate controlled structures and facilities.
?
Environmental impact assessment.
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Enquiries:
?
In-field evaluation of performance of

irrigation systems.
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?
Improvement of existing designs, practices

and established irrigation methods.
?
Development and design of soil and water

conservation structures and systems.
?
Site–specific irrigation design, user,

standards and guidelines manuals
development.

MECHANIZATION RESEARCH AND INNOVATION SERVICES
?
Development and testing of equipment and systems,

for example, development of: drawbar power tests of
new generation machinerymobile cooling unitspeanut
butter mills.
?
Development of electronic equipment and systems for
the agricultural environment.
?
Researching precision farming electronic equipment
utilization possibilities.
?
Evaluation, development and design of product
processing, value dding equipment and postarvest
engineering technologies.
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?
Development and evaluation of renewable

energy technology systems which
complement and improve agricultural
research and progress.

Technologies such as:
?
Renewable energy facilities, equipment and

systems.
?
Biogas, wind, hydro power and solar
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systems.
?
Bio-fuel research.
?
Development of a solar vegetable drier.
?
Development of ultrasonic biofuels
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processing.

BENEFITS OF AGRICULTURAL MECHANISATION
Mechanization:
?
Makes farming attractive
?
Makes farming comfortable especially for

the elderly
?
Reduces the energy required for manual

labour (drudgery)
?
Saves time, allowing for other enterprise

opportunities to be explored
?
Increases productivity and thus yields
?
Allows for the use and cultivation of larger

areas of land
?
Reduces costs related to time
?
Allows women and youth to work for longer

Technical
Judgement
Manual
Labour

As Technical skills
input increase,
drudgery decreases.

MECHANISATION UNLOCKS NEW MARKETS
Example Cassava for South-Africa!
Cassava (Manihot esculenta Crantz) is an important food
security, industrial and energy crop world-wide.
Uses: Its roots provide dietary carbohydrates for over 800
million people; it’s a bio-fuel source that can replace fossil fuel;
starch for textile and paper industries.
Challenge: Harvesting is a major constraint to commercialize
production as manual harvesting laborious and timeconsuming.
Opportunity: An efficient device to harvest cassava
mechanically will popularize and commercialize the technology
in cassava growing areas. As well as, make the introduction of
commercial Cassava farming attractive to countries where
Cassava is not an indigenous crop.
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ARC-AGRICULTURAL
ENGINEERING
INSTITUTE
Telephone:
+27(0)12 427 9700
+27(0)12 842 4017
Postal address:
ARC-Agricultural
Engineering Institute
Private Bag X519
Pretoria, 0127
South Africa

AGRICULTURAL
RESEARCH COUNCIL
TRAINING AND ADVISORY UNIT

Physical Address:
1134 Park street, Hatfield, Pretoria
Postal address:
P.O. Box 8783,
Pretoria,
0001,
SOUTH AFRICA
GPS Coordinates:
S 25° 44' 55. 8"
E 28° 14' 14. 0"
Enquiries:
traininservices@arc.agric.za
Tel: +27 (0)12 427 9700
Fax: +27 (0)12430 5814
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